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1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamical systems corresponding to autonomous evolution equations
and their attractors have been extensively studied in mathematical litera-
 w xture, especially in the last two decades see, for examples, 1, 8, 15, 20, 21
.and the references cited therein . The nonautonomous infinite-dimen-
sional dynamical systems are less well understood, even in the case of
periodic processes. An important reason, from the point of view of
mathematics, may be that there are few invariance properties in the
nonautonomous case. For example, the global attractors of autonomous
systems are invariant; however, in the nonautonomous case, the global
 w x .attractors in the terminology of the literature; see 2, 13 , etc. are usually
.not. Such systems have been considered in the context of processes in the
w x w x w x w xworks of Sell 18 , Dafermos 4]7 , LaSalle 17 , Hale and Kato 16 , and
other authors. Some general constructions and notions have been pre-
w x w xsented in these works. The works of Haraus 14 , Chepyzhov and Vishik 2 ,
etc. contain some systematic study of attractors and uniform attractors of
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processes, i.e., two-parametric families of operators describing nonau-
tonomous systems.
In this paper we consider the periodic processes. Our purposes here are
w xtwofold: one is to point out a mistake in the proof of a result in Fang 19
and give the result a new proof; the other and the main one is to introduce
the concepts of a strongly positively invariant global attractor and a
strongly positively invariant uniform attractor and to investigate the exis-
tence and invariance properties of these attractors.
For convenience we will only deal with continuous periodic processes.
The results can be extended to the discrete case without any difficulty.
Let X be a metric space with metric d; let R be the real line,
q w . q qR s 0, ‘ ; and let Z be the set of all integer numbers, Z s Z l R . Let
q  . P: R = R = X “ X be a v-periodic process v ) 0 see definitions in
.Section 2 . Define
P nv u s P nv , 0, u , ;u g X , n g Zq. .  .0
 . q.Then P nv n g Z is a discrete semigroup on X. We denote by A the0 0
 .global attractor of P nv ,0
M [ P t A s P t A ;n g N . .  .  .D Du 0 0 0 0 /
w x w  . xtg 0, v tg nv , nq1 v
w xThen M is the global attractor of P 13 .u
w xIn a recent paper 19 by Fang, it is demonstrated that the uniform
w xattractor of P, if any, is M 19, Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 .u
wHowever, we find that there is a serious gap in the proof of 19, Proposi-
xtion 2.2 . In that proposition the only assumption imposed on P is that P
is asymptotically uniformly continuous, by which we mean that for every
« ) 0 and given bounded subset B ; Rq= X, there exists a d ) 0 such
 .that for any fixed s g R, whenever d s , s - d ,0 0
d P t , s , u , P t , s , u - « , ; t , u g B. .  .  . .0
Denote by M the global attractor of P. The key point in the proposition is
to prove that M is the uniform attractor. Let V be a bounded uniform
absorbing set of P. By assuming the converse, the author deduces that
 there exist « ) 0, t “ ‘, s “ s g R satisfying that sup d P t ,0 n n 0 ug V n
. .  .  .s , u , M G « ;n g N . Then he claims without any proof that for then 0
 4 q  4above data, there exist a sequence s ; R and subsequences t ofk nk
 4  4  4t , s of s such thatn n nk
lim t y s s ‘; .n kkk“‘
«0
d P t y s , s q s , u , P t y s , s q s , u - , ;u g V .  . .n k n k n k 0 kk k k 3
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simultaneously. Unfortunately, one can easily see that neither the asymp-
 .totic uniform continuity of P nor the joint continuity of P in t, s , u g
 q . R = R = X which is used to deduce asymptotically uniform continuity
w x.  4 in 19, Theorem 2.3 guarantees the existence of such a sequence s . Tok
apply the asymptotically uniform continuity, by definition, it requires
.boundedness in both time t and space variable u, however, t y s “ ‘.n kk
Here we prove that M is indeed the uniform attractor of P. Our proofu
is completely different from that in the literature. Note that we only need
 .  .to assume that P is continuous in s , u with t fixed and in t with s , u
fixed. This is more natural than to assume the joint continuity of P in
 .t, s , u .
Although nonautonomous systems possess few invariant structures, there
w xare still some beautiful works on this line; see Dafermos 4]7 for compact
w x w xand uniform processes and Ghidaglia and Temam 11, 12 and Hale 15
for periodic processes. In the present work we introduce a strongly
 .positively invariant global attractor SPIGA and a strongly positively
 .invariant uniform attractor SPIUA for the periodic process P, ensure
their existence, and develop some inherent invariance properties of these
attractors. Let p denote either the strongly positively invariant global
attractor SPIGA or the strongly positively invariant uniform attractor
SPIUA. We will show that
0R t p s p, ; t G 0 .
and
R0 t p s p, ; t G 0 .
0 . 0 .if R t p s p for some t ) 0, where R t is the associated general0 0
semigroup of P that will be introduced in Section 3.
In Section 4, we will illustrate our results obtained in Section 3 by
considering a class of parabolic equations and two-dimensional Navier]
Stokes equations.
It is our hope that some of the ideas developed here will be useful in the
study of other properties and more general systems.
2. PRELIMINARIES
q  .DEFINITION 2.1. A map S: R = X “ X is said to be a general
dynamical system on X. A map P: Rq= R = X “ X is said to be a
process on X if it satisfies
 .  .i P 0, s , u s u, ;s g R, u g X.
 .  .   .. qii p t q s, s , u s p t, s q s , P s, s , u , ; t, s g R , s g R,
u g X.
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Let S be a dynamical system on X, and let P be a process. We
introduce a one-parameter family of maps,
< qS t : X “ X S t u s S t , u ;u g X , t g R , 2.1 4 .  .  .  .  .
and a two-parameter family of maps,
< qP t , s : X “ X P t , s u s P t , s , u ;u g X , t , s g R = R . 4 .  .  .  .  .
2.2 .
 .  .We also say that 2.1 and 2.2 define a dynamical system and a process,
 .  .respectively, and we denote P t, s by P t when necessary.s
DEFINITION 2.2. P is said to be a periodic process or, more precisely, a
.v-periodic process if it satisfies
P t , s q v s P t , s , ; t , s g Rq= R .  .  .
for some v ) 0.
 .For convenience, we will denote by d ?, ? the Hausdorff semidistance
 .on any metric space Q with metric r. d ?, ? is defined as
d A , B s sup r u , B , ;A , B ; Q, .  .
ugA
 .  .where r u, B s inf r u, ¤ .¤ g B
DEFINITION 2.3. Let S and P be a dynamical system and a process on
X, and let K be a subset of X.
K is said to be an attracting set of S if it attracts any given bounded
subset B of X, i.e.,
lim d S t B , K s 0. . .
t“‘
K is said to be an attracting set of P, if for any s g R, K is an attracting
set of P .s
K is said to be a s-uniformly attracting set of P, if for each bounded
subset B of X,
lim sup d P t B , K s 0. . .s
t“‘ sgR
 .K is said to be strongly positively invariant under P if for any t, s g
q  .R = R, P t, s K ; K.
DEFINITION 2.4. The smallest closed attracting subset M of X is said
to be the global attractor of S. A closed subset M of X is called the global
attractor of P, if for any s g R, M is an attracting set of P ; moreover, its
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is the smallest one that enjoys this property. The smallest closed s-uni-
formly attracting set M of P is said to be the uniform attractor of P.u
A subset p is said to be the strongly positively invariant global attractor
 .of P SPIGA if it is an attracting set of P; moreover, p is the smallest
strongly positively invariant closed subset of P that enjoys this property.
A subset p is said to be the strongly positive invariant uniform attractor
 .of P SPIUA if it is s-uniformly attracting; moreover, p is the smallest
strongly positively invariant closed subset of P that enjoys this property.
Remark 2.5. The leading concepts in the above definition are minimal-
ity and strongly positi¤e in¤ariance. We do not require that attractors be
w xcompact, as in 2 , etc.; however, for many systems generated by evolution
equations, we can show that they are compact. See, for instance, Theorem
3.1 and the theorems in Section 4.
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we state and prove the main results. We will always use
the following notations:
< w xP t A s P t , s A s g 0, v , P A s P t A 4 .  .  .  .D
w .tg 0, ‘
for any subset A of X.
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a periodic process on X. P is locally bounded,
 .i.e., for e¤ery bounded subset B of X and T ) 0, D P t B is bounded.t gw0, T x
 .  .Assume that P t, s , u is jointly continuous in s , u g R = X ; moreo¤er, P
possesses a compact s-uniformly attracting set K. Let A denote the global0
 . .attractor of the discrete semigroup P nv n g N . Set0
M s P t A . .Du 0 0
w xtg 0, v
Then M is compact and is the uniform attractor of P.u
w xProof. Let Q be the space 0, v = X with metric r,
< <r s , u , t , ¤ s s y t q d u , ¤ . .  .  . .
 .We define a discrete semigroup S n on the space Q as follows:
S n s , u s s , P nv u , ; s , u g Q, n g N. 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .s
 . w xThen for every n g N, S n : Q “ Q is continuous. Clearly 0, v = K is a
compact attracting set of S in Q. Invoking the general results on the
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w xexistence of attractors in 13, 21 , S possesses a unique maximal glob-
al attractor R such that for any given bounded subset V of Q,
  . .lim d S n V, R s 0. In particular, for any given bounded subset Bn“‘
of X,
w xlim d S n 0, v = B , R s 0. 3.2 .  . .
n“‘
 .Let P be the projector from Q onto X, M s PR. Equation 3.2 implies
that
lim sup d P nv B , M s 0. 3.3 .  . .s
n“‘ w xsg s , v
 .Let A be the global attractor of the discrete semigroup P nv . Sinces s
 .  .A is invariant under P nv , we see that s , A is also invariant unders s s
 .S. Hence one can easily deduce that s , A ; R; thus A ; M. Con-s s
versely, let
<R s s , u s , u g R ; 4 .  .s
then the invariance of R implies that of R , from which we deduce thats
 .PR is invariant under P nv . Therefore PR ; A . Thus we concludes s s s
that M s D A . On the other hand, one can easily check thats gw0, v x s
 .A s P s A ; hence M s M.s 0 0 u
In the sequel, we first prove that M is a uniform attracting set of P.u
Indeed, if this is not the case, then there exist a bounded set B ; X and a
 4 q  4positive constant « such that for some sequences t ; R and s ;0 n n
w x0, v , t “ ‘, we haven
d P t , s B , M G « , ;n g N. 3.4 .  . .n n u 0
w . qLet t s z v q t with t g 0, v , where z g Z . By the local bounded-n n n n n
 .ness of P, D P t , s B is included in a bounded subset V of X. Sinceng N n n
 .by 3.3 ,
lim sup d P nv , s V , M s 0, 3.5 .  . .u
n“‘ w xsg 0, v
we deduce from
P t , s s P z v , s q t P t , s .  .  .n n n n n n n
that
lim d P t , s B , M s 0, . .n n u
n“‘
 .which contradicts 3.4 .
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Now we show that M is the smallest uniform attracting set of P. Let Uu
  . .be another uniform attracting set of P. Then lim d P t A , U s 0,t “‘ 0 0
 .where A is the global attractor of P nv . Because of the invariance of0 0
 .A under P nv , A ; U, which implies that M ; U.0 0 0 u
w xWe refer the reader to 13 for the compactness of M .u
The proof is complete.
For process P, we now introduce the following set-valued semigroup
0 .R t , which will be called hereafter the associated general semigroup of
0 .P. R t is defined as
0 < qR t u s ¤ g X ’ t , . . . , t g R , . 1 k
k
t s t such that ¤ g P t ??? P t u . .  . i k 1 5
is1
We show that R0 satisfies the basic property
R0 t q s u s R0 t R0 s u , ;u g X , t , s g Rq, .  .  .
and thus is indeed a set-valued semigroup.
0 0 . 0 .First, by the definition of R , one can easily verify that R t R s u ;
0 . 0 .R t q s u. Now we assume that ¤ g R t q s u. Then there exist t , . . . ,1
q k  .  .t g R such that  t s t q s, ¤ g P t ??? P t u. We may assumek is1 i k 1
that t, s ) 0. Let m be the number such that
my1 m
t - s F t . i i
is1 is1
Set t s s y my 1 t , t s t y t . Then my 1 t q t s s, t qm is1 i m m m is1 i m m1 2 1 1 2
k  .  .  .  . t s t. Note that P t B ; P t P t B ;B ; X . We haveismq1 i m m m2 1
¤ g P t ??? P t P t P t ??? P t u .  .  .  .  .k mq1 m my1 1
; P t ??? P t P t P t P t ??? P t u .  .  .  . .  .k mq1 m m my1 12 1
; P t ??? P t P t R0 s u ; R0 t R0 s u , .  .  .  .  . .k mq1 m2
0 . 0 . 0 .which shows that R t q s u ; R t R s u, hence the result.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let P be a periodic process on X. Assume that P t, s , u
 .is jointly continuous in s , u g R = X ; moreo¤er, we assume that M s
 .  .D P s A is the global attractor uniform attractor of P. Then Ps gw0, v x 0 0
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 .possesses a unique SPIGA SPIUA p that satisfies
0 q .1 R t ps p, ; t g R . .
 . 0 . 0 . q2 R s p > R t p, ;s, t g R , s - t.
 . 0 .3 If for some t ) 0, R t p s p, then
R0 t p s p, ; t g Rq. .
 .Proof. We assume that M is the global attractor uniform attractor .
Let
< 4L s A ; X A is closed and strongly positive invariant, A > M .
Clearly X g L, and hence L is not empty. Set
p s A.F
AgL
One can easily verify that p is strongly positive invariant. It is obvious that
 .p is attractive uniformly attractive . Furthermore, if A is any closed
positively invariant set of P that attracts bounded subsets of X note that
 .  .  ..P s A is invariant under P nv n g N , one can easily see that0 0 s
M ; A; thus A g L and hence p ; A. This shows that p is SPIGA
 .SPIUA of P.
 .  .There remains to check 1 ] 3 . For this purpose, we first observe the
following basic facts.
 .LEMMA 3.3. For any t G 0, P t M > M.
Proof. Let t G 0 be fixed. Then
P t M s P t , s M s P t , s P t , 0 A .  .  .  .D D D 0
w x w x w xsg 0, v sg 0, v tg 0, v
> P t , t P t , 0 A .  .D 0
w xtg 0, v
s P t q t , 0 A . .D 0
w xtg 0, v
 .Using the invariance property of A under P nv and the fact that P is0 0
v-periodic, we find that
P t q t , 0 A s P t , 0 A ; .  .D D0 0
w x w xtg 0, v tg 0, v
 .therefore P t M > M.
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LEMMA 3.4. Assume that U ; X is negati¤ely in¤ariant under R0; i.e.,
0 .  q.  . 0R t U > U ; t g R . Then P U is negati¤ely in¤ariant under R .
Proof. Let t ) 0 be fixed. First, we observe that
P U s P t U D P t U [ A j B. .  .  .D D /  /
0Ft-t tGt
 . w xi If ¤ g B, then there exists u g U, t G t, and s g 0, v such
that
¤ s P t , s u s P t q t y t , s u .  . .
s P t , s q t y t P t y t , s u. .  . .
 .  . 0 .  .Since P t y t, s u g P U , ¤ g R t P U .
 .  .ii Let ¤ g A. We may assume that ¤ s P t , s w with some t g
q w xR , t - t and s g 0, v , w g U. Invoking the negative invariance prop-
erty of U under R0, we can find a u g U such that
w g R0 t y t u. .
Thus
¤ s P t , s w g R0 t w ; R0 t R0 t y t u s R0 t u , .  .  .  .  .
and hence the result.
We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. Let
< 0Q s U ; X M ; U ; p, R t U > U ; t G 0 . 4 .  .
By Lemma 3.3, we know that M is negatively invariant under R0, i.e.,
0 .  .R t M > M ; t G 0 , and hence M g Q. Define
W s U.D
UgQ
It is clear that W g Q. We claim that
R0 t W s W , ; t G 0. 3.6 .  .
To this end, it suffices to show that W is strongly positively invariant under
 .  .P. Indeed, if this is not the case, then P W > W and P W / W.
 .Because of the strong positive invariance of p, P W ; p. Thanks to
 .  .Lemma 3.4, P W g Q, and hence, by the definition of W, P W ; W.
This is a contradiction.
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 .  .By the joint continuity of P t, s , u in s , u , we also deduce that W is
 .strongly positively invariant under P and thus W s p since W ; p . There-
fore
0 0R t p > R t W s W s p. .  .
On the other hand, the strong positive invariance of p implies positive
0 0  .invariance of p under R , so that R t ps p. 1 is proved. .
Let s, t g Rq, s - t. Then
0 0 0 0 0 0R s p s R s R t y s p > R s R t y s p s R t p. .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Hence 2 holds.
0 .  .Finally we assume that for some t ) 0, R t p s p. By 2 ,
0 w xR s p s p, ;s g 0, t . .
q w xLet t g R . We write t s nt q s with some s g 0, t . Then
R0 t p s R0 nt q s p s R0 nt R0 s p s p. .  .  .  .
 .This completes the proof of 3 .
Remark 3.5. For process P generated by an evolution equation, prop-
 .erty 1 in Theorem 3.2 can be used to study the regularity of p. This idea
will be illustrated in Section 4 below.
4. APPLICATIONS TO EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
4.1. Parabolic Equations
In this subsection we consider the first initial-boundary value problems
of a class of parabolic equations:
n
u y s u q g u s f t q s , V = 0, ‘ , 4.1 .  .  .  .  .t i x xi i
is1
u x , 0 s u x , V , 4.2 .  .  .0
u x , t s 0, › V = 0, ‘ , 4.3 .  .  .
where V ; Rn is an open bounded set with boundary › V, s g R is a
 .parameter, s , g g C R . Some special cases of the system have beeni
w xconsidered in the literature; see 21 , etc.
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 .We impose on s and g i s 1, . . . , n the following structure condi-i
tions:
 .  .H s g C R is nondecreasing.1 i
 .H ’k , k ) 0 and p G 2 such that2 0 1
py1 py1< < < <k s F s s F k s . .0 i 1
 . 1 .  . X .G g g C R , g s s, and g s are bounded from below, i.e.,1
’k , k g R such that0 1
g s s G k , gX s G k , ;s g R . .  .0 1
 .G ’c , g G 0 such that2 0
gy1< <g s F c 1 q s , .  .0
np .  .where 1 F g - ‘ when p G n and g F when p - n , where n isn y p
the space dimension.
 .  .Remark 4.1. H and H imply that s satisfy1 2 i
 .  . < < p  .  . < < p  . s  .H k rp s F F s F k rp s , where F s s H s r dr.3 0 i 1 i 0 i
 .  .  . < < py2 The typical functions that satisfy H ] H are s s s s s 1 F i F1 3 i
.  .  .n p G 2 , in which case Eq. 4.1 becomes
py2n › › u › u
u y q g u s f t q s . .  .t  /› x › x › xi i iis1
2 . 1, p .We now introduce several notations. Let H s L V , W s W V , and0
X X X X p Xy1, p  .W s W V , where p is the dual of p, p s . W is the dualp y 1
 .space of W. The inner product and norm of H are denoted by ?, ? and
< < 5 5? . W is equipped with the norm ? , defined as
1rpn
p5 5 < <u s u dx .H x i /Vi
5 5It is well known that ? is equivalent to the usual norm on W; this follows
from the L p-regularity theorem for elliptic problems.
In this section solutions of equations are always understood in the
distribution sense.
 .  .  .LEMMA 4.2. We assume that s 1 F i F n satisfy H and H , gi 1 2
 .  . ‘ . 5 5 ‘satisfies G and G , f g L R; H , f F b. Let u be the solutionL R; H .1 2
 .  .of 4.1 ] 4.3 . Then there exist l , r ) 0 and C ) 0 for e¤ery T ) 0, such0 0 T
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that for any s g R,
 . <  . < 2 < < 2  . 2  ..1 u t F u exp yl t q r 1 y exp yl t ;0 0 0 0
 . 5 5 p .2 u L 0, T ; W F C ;T
 . 5 5 pX X3 u F C ;L 0, T ; W .t T
where l , r ) 0 only depend upon b, the constants in the structure condi-0 0
tions, and the Sobole¤ embedding constants; C depends upon T , in additionT
to the abo¤e data.
 .  .Proof. We multiply 4.1 by u and integrate over V; using 4.2 and the
Green formula, we find
n1 d 2< <u q s u , u q g u , u s f , u . 4.4 .  .  .  . . . i x xi i2 dt is1
 .  .  . < < pWe infer from H , H that s s s G k s ; therefore by the Poincare1 2 i 0
inequality, we find that
n
pX 5 5s u , u G k u 4.5 .  . . i x x 0i i
is1
X  .for some k ) 0. Therefore by G and the Young inequality, we see that0 1
1 d 2 pX
‘< < 5 5 < < 5 5 < <u q k u F yk V q f uL R ; H .0 02 dt
< < < < 2 2F yk V q « u q C b , ;« ) 0.0 «
Again by the Young inequality, one can easily deduce that
d 2 pX< < 5 5u q k u F c , 4.6 .0 1dt
< <where c depends only upon k , b, V , etc. By the Sobolev embeddings1 0
and the Young inequality we have
X 5 5 p < < p < < 2k u G c u G c u y c0 2 2 3
for some c ) 0; hence2
d 2 2< < < <u q c u F c . 4.7 .2 3dt
 .Thanks to the classical Gronwall lemma, we deduce 1 immediately from
 .4.7 .
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 .  .2 is obtained by a simple integration of 4.6 from 0 to T.
g  .  .By the Sobolev embeddings, we have W ; L V . Using G , we find2X X X gg g .   ..that g u g L 0, T ; L V , where g s . We can also derive fromg y 1
 .  . p .  . pX pX ..H , H and u g L 0, T ; W that s u g L 0, T ; L V . By Eq.1 2 i x i
 . pX X.4.1 and the above facts one can easily verify that u g L 0, T ; W ;t
  ..moreover, we have by 2
5 5 pX Xu F C ;L 0 , T ; W .t T
 .hence 3 holds.
LEMMA 4.3. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2, there exists r ) 01
depending only upon b, the constants in the structure conditions, and the
 .Sobole¤ embedding constants r is independent of s , such that1
u t F r , ;u g B r q 1 , s g R , t G 1, .  .1 0 H 0
 .where B r denotes the ball in H centered at 0 of radius r.H
 .  .Proof. Assume that u g B r q 1 . Then by 1 of Lemma 4.2,0 H 0
2 2 2 qu t F r q 1 q r [ c , ; t g R . .  .0 0 4
 .We integrate 4.6 from t to t q 1 and obtain
tq1 p X5 5u dt F c q 2c rk . 4.8 .  .H 1 4 0
t
 .By H , it follows that3
n ktq1 1
F u dx dt F c q 2c [ c . .  .H H Xi x 1 4 5i pkt V 0is1
 . s  .  .  .Let G s s H g s ds. By G and G ,0 1 2
gX2 < <G s G ym s y m , G s F c 1 q s , .  .  .1 2 0
where m , m g Rq. Set1 2
< < 2 < <l t s G u dx q m u q m V . .  .H 1 2
V
 . g  .  .Then l t G 0. Thanks to the Sobolev embedding W ; L V and 1 of
Lemma 4.2, we deduce that
tq1
l t dt - c . .H 6
t
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 .We multiply Eq. 4.1 by u and obtaint
nd 12 2 2< < < < < <u q F u dx q G u dx F f q u . .  . H Ht i x ti /dt 4V Vis1
Hence
nd d 12 2< <F u dx q l t F m u q b .  . H i x 1i /dt dt 4Vis1
1
2F by 4.6 F m c q b [ c . . . 1 1 74
w xMaking use of the Uniform Gronwall Lemma 21, III, Lemma 1.1 , we
conclude that
n
F u dx q l t F c q c q c , ; t G 1, .  . H i x 5 6 7i
Vis1
 .which, by H , implies the desired result.3
We now state the following existence result.
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.4. Assume that s 1 F i F n satisfy H , H , g satisfiesi 1 2
 .  . ‘ .  .G , G , f g L R; H l C R; H , u g H. Then for any s g R,1 2 0
 .  .4.1 ] 4.3 has a unique global solution u satisfying for ;T ) 0,
 . w . .1 u g C 0, ‘ ; H ;
 . p . pX X.2 u g L 0, T ; W , u g L 0, T ; W ;t
 . q  .  .3 for any t g R fixed, u t is jointly continuous in s , u .0
Proof. The proof of existence is standard by the Galerkin method, and
w xwe omit it. Invoking a classical theorem 21, II, Lemma 3.2 on regularity,
 .  . w . .  .2 and 3 of Lemma 4.2 imply that u g C 0, ‘ ; H . 2 is a direct
 .consequence of Lemma 4.2. It remains to show 3 .
X  .  .Let s , s g R, u , ¤ g H, u, ¤ be the solutions of 4.1 ] 4.3 corre-0 0
 .  X .sponding to data s , u and s , ¤ , respectively. Set w s u y ¤ . Then w0 0
satisfies
n1 d 2< <w q s u y s ¤ , w q g u y g u , w .  .  .  . . . i x i x xi i i2 dt is1
s f s q t y f s X q t , w . .  . .
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 .   .  . .  .   .  . .By H , s u y s ¤ , w G 0. By G we see that g u y g u , w1 i x i x x 1i i i
< < 2G k w . Therefore we have1
1 d 1 122 2 2X< < < < < <w q k w F f s q t y f s q t q w . .  .12 dt 2 2
Thus
t2 2 2Xy2 k y1. t 2 k y1. syt .1 1w t F w 0 e q e f s q s y f s q s dt. .  .  .  .H
0
Since f is continuous in t with values in H, it is uniformly continuous on
any compact subset of R. Hence the above inequality implies the desired
result. The proof is complete.
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4 we can define a process P as
P t , s , ¤ s u t , ; t , s , ¤ g Rq= R = H , .  .  .
 .  .where u is the solution of 4.1 ] 4.3 with respect to parameter s and
 .initial data ¤ . P is continuous in t and jointly continuous in s , ¤ . Let
 .  .f g C R; H , C R; H denote the set of v-periodic continuous func-v v
tions from R to H. Then P is v-periodic. Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply that
 .B r is a compact s-uniformly attracting set of P in H. The localW 1
 .boundedness of P is obvious by Lemma 4.2 . Denote by A the global0
 .attractor of the semigroup P nv . In light of Theorem 3.1, we deduce0
immediately the following result.
 .THEOREM 4.5. Assume the hypothesis in Theorem 4.4, f g C R; H .v
Then
M [ P t A .Du 0 0
w xtg 0, v
is the uniform attractor of P in H; moreo¤er, M is compact.u
Let R0 be the associated general semigroup of P. Thanks to Theorem
3.2, we have
THEOREM 4.6. Under the assumptions in Theorem 4.5, P has in H a
unique strongly positi¤ely in¤ariant uniform attractor p; p satisfies
0 q .1 R t ps p, ; t g R ; .
 . 0 . 0 . q2 R s p > R t p, ;s, t g R , s - t;
 . 0 .3 if for some t ) 0, R t p s p, then
R0 t p s p, ; t g Rq; .
 .  .4 p ; B r .W 1
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 .Proof. It suffices to show the last conclusion 4 .
 .First, we observe that 1 of Lemma 4.2 implies that B r is strongly .H 0
positively invariant and s-uniformly attracting in H. Therefore we must
 . 0 .  .have p ; B r . In the sequel we prove that R 1 p ; B r .H 0 W 1
0 . q nLet w g R 1 p. Then there exist t , . . . , t g R ,  t s 1, and s ,1 n is1 i 1
w x. . . , s g 0, v such thatn
w s P t , s ??? P t , s ¤ .  .n n 1 1
w . . q  .for some ¤ g p. Define u g C 0, ‘ ; H and h: R “ H as by induction
¡ wP t , s ¤ , t g 0, t ; . .1 1
k k kq1
P t y t , s u t , t g t , t .  i kq1 k i i / /
is1 is1 is1~u t s .
for 1 F k F n y 1 ; .
n n
P t y t , s w , t G t , i n i¢  /
is1 is1
¡ wf t q s , t g 0, t ; . .1 1
k k kq1
f t y t q s , for t g t , t  i kq1 i i / /
is1 is1 is1~h t s .
for 1 F k F n y 1 ; .
n n
f t y t q s , t G t . i n i¢  /
is1 is1
 .  .  .Then u satisfies 4.1 ] 4.3 with f t q s and u replaced by h and ¤ ,0
 .respectively, and u 1 s w. Thanks to Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we deduce
5 5immediately that w F r ; hence the result.1
0  .Since R 1 ps p, we conclude that p ; B r . . W 1
 .  .Remark 4.7. By 1 of Lemma 4.2, we see that for any r ) r , B r is0 H
strongly positively invariant under P. However, it is not easy to find a
strongly positive invariant subset that is bounded in W, except that the
 .equation 4.1 satisfies much stronger dissipativeness conditions such that
 . 1, pan analogue of 1 in Lemma 4.2 can be obtained for the W norm of the
 .solutions of the system. Therefore the conclusions 4 in the above theo-
rem is nontrivial and interesting.
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4.2. Two-Dimensional Na¤ier]Stokes Equations
This last subsection deals with two-dimensional Navier]Stokes equa-
tions with periodic external forces:
› u
y n Du q u ? = u q =p s f t q s , V = 0, ‘ , 4.9 .  .  .  .
› t
div u s 0, V = 0, ‘ , 4.10 .  .
u x , t s 0, › V = 0, ‘ , 4.11 .  .  .
u x , 0 s u x , V , 4.12 .  .  .0
where n ) 0 is a constant, V ; R2 is a bounded domain with sufficiently
w . 2regular boundary › V, u: V = 0, ‘ “ R , and s g R is a parameter.
For the mathematical setting of the equations, we introduce the Hilbert
spaces H and V with definitions,
22 <H s u g L V div u s 0, u ? n s 0 on › V , 4.13 .  . 4
21 <V s u g H V div u s 0 . 4.14 .  . 40
2 .2The space H is endowed with the scalar product and the norm L V
 . < <  ..denoted by ?, ? and ? ; V is endowed with the scalar product ?, ? ,
n › u › ¤i i
u , ¤ s , , . .   /› x › xj ji , js1
5 5  ..1r2  .and the norm u s u, u . We assume that for every t fixed, f t [
 .f t, ? g H. The unbounded operator A on H is defined by
Au, ¤ s u , ¤ , ;u , ¤ g V . .  . .
It is well known that A is a self-adjoint positive operator with domain
 . 2 .2 XD A s H V l V. Let V be the dual space of V. The operator B:
V “ V X is defined as
B u , ¤ , w s b u , ¤ , w , ;u , ¤ , w g V , .  . .
where
2 › ¤ j
b u , ¤ , w s u w dx. .  H i j› xV ii , js1
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Then the weak form of the problem is an abstract evolution equation
on H,
u q n Au q B u , u s f t q s , 4.15 .  .  .t
u 0 s u . 4.16 .  .0
 .  .  .Let f g C R; H . Then problem 4.15 ] 4.16 has a unique solution u,
w 2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, T ; V ;T ) s ..  . .
 w x . 5 5 ‘see 3, 21, 22 , etc. Assume f F b - ‘. By an argument analo-L R; H .
w xgous to that in 21 , we can show that there exist r , r , t ) 0 such that0 1 0
2 2 2< <u t F u exp ynl t q r 1 y exp ynl t , 4.17 .  .  .  . .0 1 0 1
u t F r , ;u g B r q 1 , t G t , 4.18 .  .  .1 0 H 0 0
 .where r s 1rnl b; l is the first eigenvalue of A; and r and t0 1 1 1 0
depend only upon l , n , b, r , and the Sobolev embedding constants. For1 0
t ) 0 fixed, as in the case of parabolic equations, we can easily check that
 .  .  .u t depends on s , u continuously, where u t is the solution of0
 .  .4.15 ] 4.16 . Define the process P as
P t , s , u s u t , ; t , s , u g Rq= R = H . .  .  .0 0
 .P is continuous in t and jointly continuous in s , u for fixed t. Let0
 .  .  .  .f g C R, H v ) 0 ; then P is v-periodic. 4.17 ] 4.18 imply thatv
 .B r is a compact s-uniformly attracting set of P in H. Denote by AV 1 0
 .the global attractor of the semigroup P nv . By Theorem 3.1, we deduce0
immediately the following result.
 .THEOREM 4.8. Let f g C R, H . Then P has a unique compact uniformv
attractor M ; moreo¤er,u
M s P t A . .Du 0 0
w xtg 0, v
Let R0 be the associated general semigroup of P. Thanks to Theorem
3.2, we have
 .THEOREM 4.9. Let f g C R, H . Then P has a unique compact stronglyv
positi¤ely in¤ariant uniform attractor p; moreo¤er, p satisfies
0 q .1 R t ps p, ; t g R ; .
 . 0 . 0 . q2 R s p > R t p, ;s, t g R , s - t;
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 . 0 .3 if for some t ) 0, R t p s p, then
R0 t p s p, ; t g Rq; .
 .  .4 p ; B r .V 1
 .Proof. We only need to check the last conclusion 4 . The argument is
analogous to that in the proof of Theorem 4.6, and we omit it.
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